
Submission to the independent planning commission 

RE= Hume Coal’s development application 

It is almost unbelievable that this destructive proposal has gotten this far. 

At a time when people the world over should be swapping over to renewables, if for no other reason 

than they are cheaper we have this anxious imperative project to make one extra dollar no matter 

what the consequences, and we have a government that is prepared to let them.  

A government just relishing a few extra dollars in royalties. They apparently are not, even for a day 

considering the long-term consequences of the destruction of our water resources. 

It is supposed to be a relatively small mine using unusual mining methods, so the question arises 

why. Probably the answer is what they have not told us the full story. Usually when that happens it is 

because we won’t like the answers. 

In a dry, dry country like Australia, when even our rivers are exhausted, At a time of climate change 

when water is our most precious resource. The country areas are parched towns are trucking in 

water and we give it away for one or two pieces of silver. 

An expert inquiry reported at the end of last year on just two mines on the south coast. The two 

mines between them loose 8 million litters of water a day. 

Let me put that in human terms. Each day an amount of water 8 meters wide one meter deep and 

100 meters long. 

So in one year that amounts to a canal starting at Sydney centre and extending two thirds the way to 

Penrith at the foot of the Blue mountains. With water up to our waste. 

Hasn’t that water got value? Value for how we live and farm. 

Water in NSW has a growing value and need I just cannot imagine the water loss be it river creek or 

aquifer water that is wasted by coal mining and the unimaginable aquifer water wasted by CSG 

mining. 

SAVE WATER! 

Don’t let this project proceed. 

Peter Alway 
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